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About

The Name

The Food

The Bar

Located in the heart of Johannesburg’s business district - directly opposite the Sandton Convention Centre and at the 
foot of the Michelangelo Towers - ROAR is the ideal dining destination for the thousands of residents, tourists, and 
conference delegates who live, work and play in the area. Operating as a beautiful, all-day dining retreat for lovers 
of food and wine, plus as a grab & go deli for those looking for a convenient walk-by spot at which to reenergise 
themselves, ROAR is a perfect place to pause, relax, have a drink and feast on a host of global cuisines. 

The Legacy Group, whose logo features the lion prominently, wanted the name of the restaurant to link back to the 
incredible food and beverage offerings they already have (AURUM Restaurant and Alto234 to name a few). Inspired 
by the majesty of a roaring lion, the restaurant was thus dubbed ROAR and is here to claim the Sandton territory and 
make its mark on the local food scene.

ROAR offers a menu of globally inspired cuisine to suit a variety of tastes. The menu is split into small plates for those 
wanting to share in a taste adventure of different flavours and textures, or big plates for those who know what they 
want. Small plates tie into the international trend of being able to taste a little of everything and fits into the Joburg 
culture of dining to socialize. Unlike Capetonians who dine purely for the gastronomic experience, Joburgers go out 
to spend time with friends and family over good food and drinks.

Come and join us for a glass of bubbles or a whisky cocktail crafted by our very own mixologist. Or arrive early for 
pre-dinner drinks and recline in our comfortable lounge while you select a delicious bottle of wine off our bespoke 
wine list. Whatever your need, ROAR offers a fully stocked bar of beers, wines and hand-crafted cocktails for you to 
relax, unwind and enjoy.
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Events

Interesting Facts

With its central location ROAR is the ideal venue for all types of events. Available to host functions of up to 120 people 
seated or cocktail parties of up to 150 people standing, our team will work with you to ensure your event is as special 
as it should be. The space can also host private functions for up to 40 people seated in the bistro conservatory area. 
ROAR also caters for events in The Cupola Suite – the crowning glory of The Michelangelo Towers.

Some general and interesting facts about ROAR.
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Open every day from 06:30 to 22:30.
Only streetside restaurant in Sandton.
Within 5 minutes walking distance of the Gautrain.
More than 1000 underground parking bays are available.
Diners will receive free parking tickets.
Internally accessible to Sandton City and Nelson Mandela Square.
Located conveniently right opposite the Sandton Convention Centre.
Free WIFI is available for all diners.  



Venue Floor Plan

Venue Capacities
Venue Area Max Capacity

Lounge 12 seated  

Bar 5 seated, 20 standing  

Main restaurant 43 seated 

Conservatory 48 seated 

Outdoor 26 seated
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